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A BRIGHT AND PLEADING DAGGER
By Nicole Rivas
Winner of the 12th Annual Rose Metal Press Short Short Chapbook Contest,
Judged by Rigoberto González
A dazzling and incisive collection of 12 flash fictions
illuminating the varied lives of women and girls, Nicole
Rivas’s A Bright and Pleading Dagger immerses readers in its subjects’ complex experiences with desire,
selfhood, and omnipresent danger. A pizza shop worker
goes on a series of visceral dates with her gynecologist;
a slighted lover coughs up a forgotten childhood toy; an
artist unknowingly becomes the subject of an intrusive
admirer’s lust; a woman has a heated staring contest with
the world’s oldest man. Powerful and precise, Rivas’s
stories highlight the unreality within the real, simultaneously evoking humor, outrage, and awe.
Contest judge Rigoberto González writes: “With this
marvelous collection of short stories, Rivas places her finger on that pressure point, where adventure and danger
intersect, where fantasy and reality cross wires, and where
desire ebbs and flows to the delight—or chagrin—of her
female protagonists. Each story, unpredictable and startling, leaves a lasting impression. A Bright and Pleading
Dagger is truly a compelling and unforgettable journey
into the dark but poignant experiences of women.”
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Chapbook, letterpress cover
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About the Author
Nicole Rivas is from Los Angeles and
the Inland Empire. A Bright and Pleading Dagger is her first chapbook. Her
fiction has appeared in Passages North,
The Journal, The Adroit Journal,
and elsewhere. She teaches writing at
Georgia Southern University in Savannah. More information can be found at
www.nicolemrivas.com.

About the Press
Founded in January 2006 by Abigail Beckel and Kathleen Rooney, Rose Metal Press
is an independent publisher of literary works in hybrid genres. Recent books include the
acclaimed art and flash collaboration Monster Portraits by Del and Sofia Samatar; the
collage biography The Bitter Life of Božena Němcová by Kelcey Parker Ervick; the
fragmentary lyric essay The Voyager Record by Anthony Michael Morena; Family
Resemblance: An Anthology and Exploration of 8 Hybrid Literary Genres edited by
Marcela Sulak and Jacqueline Kolosov; My Very End of the Universe, an anthology and
study of novellas-in-flash; and the award-winning craft guide series: The Rose Metal
Press Field Guide to Writing Flash Nonfiction edited by Dinty W. Moore, The Rose Metal
Press Field Guide to Writing Flash Fiction edited by Tara L. Masih, and The Rose Metal
Press Field Guide to Prose Poetry edited by Gary McDowell and F. Daniel Rzicznek.
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